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Chitin, one of the most abundant natural amino polysaccharides, is obtained primarily from the exoskeletons of crustaceans, crabs and shrimp. Chitin and its derivative chitosan have gained much attention in the field of biomedical research due to attractive properties such as biocompatibility, non-toxicity, biodegradability, low immunogenicity, and ease of availability. While work has been done on the use of chitin and chitosan as functional biomaterials by imparting specific properties, the potential of chitin as a biomaterial is somewhat limited owing to its intractable processing. In this work, we propose a facile reaction to modify the chitin chain with photoactive moieties for the realization of photocrosslinkable chitin. This chitin derivative is easily usable with a benign solvent formic acid to be able to form mechanically robust, optically transparent sheets. These films exhibit comparable tensile properties to that of native chitin and chitosan and better surface wettability. Most importantly, this material can be used to form precise, high resolution microarchitectures on both rigid and flexible substrates using a facile bench-top photolithography technique. These flexible micropatterned 2D sheets of chitin were demonstrated as a dynamic cell culture substrate for the adhesion and proliferation of fibroblasts, wherein the chitin micropatterns act as a template for spatial guidance of cells. This chitin-based biopolymer can find diverse uses in tissue engineering as well as to form components for degradable bioelectronics.

1. Introduction

Chitin is the most abundant aminopolysaccharide in nature, found mainly as ordered fibrils in the exoskeleton of arthropods. Together with its most common derivative, the partially deacetylated form – chitosan, it is an important material for biomedical applications due to attractive properties such as biocompatibility, non-toxicity, biodegradability, low immunogenicity, and ease of availability. The presence of labile functional groups on the main chains of chitin and chitosan provides an opportunity to improve the material properties and function by ligating different chemical moieties. Excellent biological properties and novel intrinsic antimicrobial properties have favored the use of chitin and its derivatives in tissue engineering, wound healing, and drug delivery applications. To develop functional architectures from chitin and chitosan, the polymers are frequently dissolved in acidic solutions. Using this approach, there have been reports on the use of chitinous biomaterials for porous biodegradable scaffolds, with the polymers alone, or in combination with other materials such as gelatin, collagen, poly- β -lactic acid, alginate, and silk. With the development of new processing chemistries, chitin and its derivatives have been used as cell culture platforms in the form of hydrogels, membranes, films and 3D structures. A majority of prior work on this family of biomaterials has been focused on chitosan and not on chitin, owing to the limited solubility of the latter. With an annual worldwide chitin production of approximately 1011 tons, the production cost of chitosan is higher than the deacetylated form of chitin requires additional enzymatic or chemical hydrolysis.

To date, only a few strategies to form chitin into precise 2D and 3D micropatterned structures with high resolution have been reported. Much research has been focused on forms such as chitin nanocrystals (CHNC) and chitin nanofibers (CHNF). Micro and nanopatterned biomaterial surfaces are increasingly important both as cell culture substrates as well as components of biosensors and organic electronics. To this end, fabrication techniques have been reported for the realization of chitin/chitosan microstructures as templates for guided cell growth. A nanosphere lithography (NSL) technique using silver nanoparticle templates was...
used to form flexible nanostructured chitin-mats. This process forms nanostructures on chitin wing substrates guided by the hexagonal close packing organization of nanoparticles. Nanostructured chitin membranes and papers have been demonstrated. Micromolding was applied to photocrosslinkable chitosan to develop spatially controlled 3D co-culture systems. This system was combined with photolithography to create microstructures on tissue culture polystyrene (TCP) and glass. Soft lithography was used with chitosan to create a 2D microstructured surface, which is often used to construct 3D cell culture surfaces. Indirect patterning using chitosan has also been shown, wherein a random copolymer of oligo(ethylene glycol)methacrylate (OEGMA) and methacrylic acid (MA) was patterned on a chitosan substrate. Other patterning for cell alignment has been shown via micromolding, inkjet printing using a chitosan nanocrystal ink, and macro scale molding and micro-contact patterning with a chitin nanofiber ink. Some of these fabrication processes require high resolution molds which have issues of transfer and fidelity in providing scalable and tunable spatial conformations. As yet, creating structures of high resolution using scalable techniques such as photolithography has not been demonstrated with chitin. Though there has been some work on micro-patterning, primarily on rigid substrates, chitin micropatterning on flexible surfaces can open new avenues for its use. The ability to form precise high resolution microstructures of chitin, while using scalable techniques in different formats (2D, 3D and with flexible substrates) can provide a new strategy to form bioelectronic devices that are biofriendly and degradable.

In this work, a facile reaction for the modification of chitin to produce a photocrosslinkable chitin (PC) is demonstrated. The “photochitin” is distinct from earlier reports of photocrosslinkable chitosan in being able to directly utilize chitin as a starting material, as well as other UV-crosslinked hydrogels formed from chitin-methacrylate. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a chitin material that can be used to form micropatterned surfaces. The photocrosslinkable chitin can be easily formed into free-standing sheets (plain and patterned) with excellent tensile properties using a benign solvent, formic acid. The utilization of such techniques is quite attractive since they do not require clean room facilities or harsh chemicals. Using photolithographic tools, the ability of this material to fabricate high resolution structures on both rigid and flexible substrates, suitable for cell adhesion and proliferation is shown. Micro-patterned sheets are shown to provide contact guidance for cells, an essential first step towards forming functional tissue. These biodegradable substrates can potentially allow the formation of patterned cell sheets without any rigid supports. Intrinsically photoactive chitin derivatives also represent a versatile material that can be employed in conjunction with modern prototyping tools towards 3D architectures. As a bio-material that can be widely recovered from a variety of sources including marine organisms, novel chitin derivatives can form a versatile and sustainable precursor for diverse applications.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Synthesis of low molecular weight chitin

In order to synthesize photocrosslinkable chitin, it was necessary to convert the raw chitin flakes into low molecular weight chitin (LMW chitin). LMW chitin was prepared using a well-established method. In brief, 60 mL of 37% HCl was added to 2 g chitin (Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA) in a round bottom flask. The mixture was heated at 40 °C using a water bath and continuously stirred for ~20 minutes. The contents of the flask were cooled using an ice-bath, and then carefully neutralized to a pH 7 using NaOH solution. The mixture was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes and the supernatant was collected. This solution was then dialyzed against tap water using 12 kDa dialysis membrane for 2 days, with periodic replacement of the tap water. The solution within the dialysis tubing was collected and lyophilized for 2 days to obtain low molecular weight chitin powder.

2.2 Synthesis and characterization of photocrosslinkable chitin

Photocrosslinkable chitin (which refer to as photochitin (PC)) was prepared by adding photoactive moieties to the chitin backbone. All glassware was cleaned using deionized water and ethanol, and oven dried at 150 °C overnight. All the chemicals were dried to ensure they were free from any moisture. Low molecular weight chitin was dissolved in 5% LiCl/dimethylacetamide (DMAc) in a 3 neck round bottom flask and 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (IEM) was added to the reaction mixture in excess. The reaction was carried out at 65 °C for 24 hours while maintaining inert conditions using a continuous flow of nitrogen. The product obtained was precipitated overnight in cold ethanol, followed by 3 cycles of washing using 1:1 ratio of cold ethanol and acetone. The product was lyophilized to obtain PC powder. The yield of the product was ~54%. The degree of deacetylation (DD), which determines the content of free amino groups in the polysaccharides was then used to determine the chemical nature of the photochitin (PC) synthesized. Typically, chitin with a high degree of deacetylation (> 70%) is classified as chitosan. Various methods have been proposed for the determination of the DD. Some tend to be complex and expensive (e.g. NMR) or destructive to the sample (ninhydrin test). Therefore, we used two well developed analytical procedures for the DD determination - viz. infrared spectroscopy (IR) and first derivative UV-spectrophotometry for confirmation of the results. Based on our experiments, the DD of the photochitin is estimated to be ~40%, with excellent agreement using both methods. The results were further validated using manufacturer supplied data for pure chitin (20–30%) and chitosan (75–85%). The detailed experiments and results are included in the ESI†.

2.3 Fabrication of flexible films

Films were fabricated by casting a solution of photochitin in formic acid (Acros Organics 98%) with composition —40 μL of FA, 0.1 μL of PEG-DA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 1 mg of photo initiator (2-hydroxy-4’-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone, Sigma-Aldrich) per 3 mg of PC. The solution was dried under ambient conditions and crosslinked under 365 nm UV lamp (Lumen Dynamics Omnicure 1000 system) for 2 seconds.
at 20 mM cm$^{-2}$. Films of pure chitin were fabricated using a process developed elsewhere. In brief, a suspension of 1 gm chitin powder in ~15 mL of formic acid was prepared and then frozen at $-20\,^\circ$C for 20 hours. The frozen suspension was thawed at room temperature, stirred and frozen again. The process was carried out for several times till a clear gel was obtained. The obtained clear chitin gel was added to small amount of trichloroacetic acid, mixed thoroughly was cast on a clean glass slide. The solvents were evaporated under ambient conditions and a chitin film was obtained. Films of chitosan was obtained by casting a 7.5% (w/v) solution of chitosan in formic acid on a clean glass slide and drying it under atmospheric conditions to obtain a film.

2.4 Characterization of films

IR was conducted on films of chitin and photochitin to verify the presence of the methacrylate moiety as well as determine the degree of deacetylation as discussed above. Films were cast from a solution in formic acid onto a germanium crystal for analysis. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained via a Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer, equipped with a Smart iTR attachment for attenuated total reflectance (ATR) studies. Contact angles of chitin, photochitin, and chitosan films were measured using a Ramé-Hart goniometer (Succasunna, NJ) by placing a 5 μL drop of DI water on the films and taking images with the attached camera. Tensile tests were performed on PC, chitin and chitosan films prepared using methods described above using MTS 300 series tensile testing machine (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN) equipped with a 50 N load cell. The tensile measurements were taken under ambient conditions on complete dry films. A strain rate of 0.1 mm s$^{-1}$ was applied on the films and data was collected at a rate of 10 Hz. The tensile strengths of chitin, photochitin, and chitosan films were compared.

2.5 Fabrication of micropatterns

Flexible chitin substrate was created using a solution of 2.5% (w/v) photochitin and 0.75% (w/v) PEG-DA in formic acid (Acros Organics 98%). 0.83% (w/v) photo initiator (2-hydroxy-4-[(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added to the solution and the solution was casted on a clean glass slide. The solution was air dried under ambient conditions and then crosslinked under a 365 nm UV lamp (Lumen Dynamics OmniCure 1000 system) for 2 seconds at 20 mW cm$^{-2}$. The films were soaked in DI water to obtain freestanding chitin films. In order to create micropatterns on flexible chitin substrates, a solution of 2% (w/v) photochitin + 0.75% (w/v) PEG-DA with 0.66% photo initiator in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma-Aldrich) was drop cast on the chitin films prepared as above. The samples were air dried for ~5 minutes and then exposed under the UV lamp for 1 second through a negative tone photomask with desired patterns. The patterns were developed by soaking in a 1 M LiCl/DMSO solution for 1 hour. The micropatterned films and substrates were cleaned using generous amounts of DI water.

2.6 Cell culture experiments

All cell culture experiments were performed with NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C. Cell seeding efficiency was measured by MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay after cells were seeded onto films for 48 h. A standard curve of cells seeded on tissue culture treated polystyrene of equivalent surface area was used to determine cell number on films. Seeding efficiency determined by normalizing cell number on scaffolds to 10 000 cells seeded. Potential cytotoxicity of scaffolds was measured after 24 h. Cells were cultured on the film surface and cytotoxicity was assessed using an LDH Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Fluorescent images were taken after 25 000 cells were seeded onto films for 72 h. Cells were stained with Invitrogen™ Molecular Probes™ CellTracker™ Green CMFDA Dye (Thermo Scientific) and imaged on an EVOS fluorescent microscope (Thermo Scientific).

2.7 Imaging

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the patterns were taken on a Hitachi SU-70 FE-SEM to observe the fidelity of the patterned structures. The patterns were sputtered coated in a 20 Å platinum Denton vacuum cold sputtering system (Moorstown NJ) prior to imaging. Optical images were taken using a Nikon Eclipse microscope.

3. Results and discussion

Extensive studies have been made regarding the functionalization of chitin and chitosan to form derivatives with a repertoire of functionalities. The extensive hydrogen bonding between adjacent polymer chains of the predominantly β-[1→4)-linked 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-D-glucose have contributed to high rigidity and poor solubility and processability of chitin. Thus, despite its widespread availability and versatile properties, the potential of chitin remains untapped. Indeed, the derivative, chitosan, has gained popularity over chitin due to its solubility in dilute acids, which in turn makes it easier to manipulate. However, chitin tends to have better chemical and thermal stability in comparison to chitosan. Further, it has been reported that chitin is more compatible with blood, and activates fewer macrophages. Consequently, finding new ways to harness chitin can provide realization of new applications. Micropatterning methods for chitin and its derivatives have been primarily limited to approaches using multi-step soft lithography, using molds and curing to impart desired patterns. This presents an opportunity to provide an easily patterned material that can undergo facile processing steps to produce microstructures as well as mechanically robust and flexible sheets.

3.1 Synthesis and characterization of photocrosslinkable chitin

The presence of multiple pendant functional groups in the main chain of chitin provide opportunities for the introduction of photo-reactive groups, which can impart photo-crosslinkability to native chitin. Using the concepts of modular design, photoreactive
methacrylate groups were targeted for conjugation due to their prevalence in existing photolithography techniques, ease of use, and possibility for high-resolution, microscale features. In earlier works, we reported on the use of a similar strategy to form photoreactive silk proteins, which can readily react with commercially available photoinitiators. Functionalization of chitin and chitosan with photo-crosslinkable groups has been previously reported. A photo-crosslinkable chitosan derivative was formed by introducing azide functional groups. Acrylate-previously reported. A photo-crosslinkable chitosan derivative chitin and chitosan with photo-crosslinkable groups has been previously linked PC film (spectra are presented in Fig. S2, ESI†). The FT-IR spectra of chitin, uncrosslinked PC film and crosslinked PC film are shown in the ESI,† for comparison of the uncrosslinked PC and crosslinked PC spectra, there is a decrease in intensity at 1640 cm⁻¹ which can be attributed to the consumption of vinyl C=C groups upon crosslinking.

3.2 Formation of optically transparent, mechanically robust chitin films

The formation of thin and strong films of chitin has been of great interest. However, owing to the highly ordered aggregate structure, extensive hydrogen bonding, and negligible hydrophobic interactions between chitin chains, coupled with its general incompatibility with many solvents, this has been challenging. Indeed, there have been several reports on using different systems such as concentrated acids (H₂SO₄, H₃PO₄, HCOOH), strong and highly polar solvents (e.g., trichloroacetic acid, dichloroacetic acid, hexafluoroisopropyl alcohol (HFIP), methane sulfonic acid, LiCl/dimethylacetamide [DMAc], and LiCl/N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone), and ionic liquids. Different architectures such as films and fibers have been reported, along with nanoparticles and nanofibers. A recent report found the use of a more sustainable aqueous KOH/urea solution to form films. In this work, we formed films of chitin in a very facile process using formic acid which is also a benign solvent. These films are optically transparent and mechanically robust and can be formed with varying thicknesses by casting different concentrations of the PC in formic acid. The films can be formed on substrates (e.g. glass or silicon) by spin-coating followed by UV crosslinking (Fig. 1 top). Usefully, the films can be peeled from the substrates to be free-standing. Given the aforesaid structural characteristics of chitin, it was observed that films of 100% PC were found to be brittle when dry, but malleable when fully hydrated. However, the addition of a minute amount (0.1%) of polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEG-DA) was found to greatly enhance the mechanical properties of the films, even when dry. These films can be easily held and bent without any damage (Fig. 2, all films are ~60 μm thick). From the figure, it can be clearly noted that all these materials form optically transparent films, but the pure chitin films are somewhat cloudy. Thin films ~10–20 μm thick can be formed that are conformable on dynamic surfaces (e.g. skin) without tearing.

Contact angles of photochitin, chitin and chitosan films were measured using a Ramé-Hart contact angle goniometer by
placing a 5 μL drop of DI water on the films. The advancing contact angle of chitin and chitosan were measured to be around 68.9° and 90.6° respectively which is similar to the values reported in literature. Interestingly, the contact angle of photochitin films were measured to be 56.3° which is hydrophilic in comparison to chitin and chitosan films, and hence showing better surface wettability. On addition of a small amount (0.1%) PEG to improve mechanical stability, the contact angle is even more hydrophilic at 49.9°. The slight increase in the surface wettability can be attributed to the addition of PEG in the composite (the measurements are shown in the ESI† Fig. S4). In order to compare their mechanical properties, tensile strength of the PC, chitin and chitosan films, all prepared using a common solvent – formic acid, was tested. The experiment was performed using a 50 N load cell by applying a strain rate of 0.1 mm s⁻¹. The tensile strengths of chitin films were found to be ~66 MPa which is similar to earlier reports.37,61 The tensile strength of PC films (with 0.1% PEG-DA) was measured to be ~90 MPa which indicates that the crosslinking induces a strength higher than the pure chitin films. As a comparison, both films were tested against chitosan and for our experiments, both photochitin and pure chitin films showed a lower tensile strength and elongation in comparison, which is likely owing to their higher structural rigidity.62 It is important to note that here, we used a common solvent for all these films (formic acid) to facilitate easy comparison. It has been reported that the properties of chitin and chitosan films are strongly dependent on the preparation conditions and solvents.63,64 A table showing the different prior results of tensile testing of chitin and chitosan films is presented in the ESI† Table S1. While we have not explicitly investigated in this study, earlier we showed that the same photocrosslinking chemistry can be controlled, resulting in films whose mechanical properties and degradation rates can be tuned. Notably, the PC films are optically transparent, mechanically robust, and can be easily fabricated to any desired thickness using a benign solvent, showing their versatility for various applications.

3.3 Micropatterning of photochitin to form high resolution structures

Photoreactive chitin provides a versatile biomaterial that can be micropatterned using photolithography, wherein the material acts as a “negative photoresist” crosslinked in the presence of UV light. Removal of unexposed and uncrosslinked material (development step) results in the formation of precise microarchitectures ranging from 10–100 μm (Fig. 2). The scalability of photolithography implies that large areas (several cm) with microstructural topology can be easily fabricated, which is difficult using molding or imprinting. SEM imaging was used to characterize surface morphology and fidelity of architectures formed. Expanded views of the topography show the surface at the microscale and the ability to form features of controllable height. Various patterns of different geometry can be easily formed using different photomasks (Fig. 3a and b). Initially, these patterns were formed using functionalized glass and silicon as substrates (rigid substrates). The presence of methacrylate groups on the underlying substrate allows for chemical attachment of the features to the surface, while the uncrosslinked material does not attach and can be removed.

What makes the reported photolithographic technique versatile is that microstructures can be formed on flexible films in order to form micropatterned chitin sheets (Fig. 3c–e). In these experiments, a chitin sheet is initially cast on a substrate followed by crosslinking. A second chitin sheet is cast on the first and on exposure through a photomask, microscale

Fig. 2 Mechanically robust and flexible films ~60 μm thickness. (a) pure chitosan, (b) pure chitin, (c) photochitin films, all prepared using the same solvent (formic acid). All these films can be easily handled and are optically transparent (photochitin forms the clearest films). (d) At ~10–20 μm in thickness can conform to soft interfaces such as skin, where they can be mechanically deformed without breaking. (e) Tensile testing of the films shows that photochitin films are of comparable, if slightly higher strength than films of pure chitin.

Fig. 3 Images of the microstructures of chitin formed using photolithography (a) and (b) SEM images of high resolution structures (scale bars = 100 μm) formed on glass substrates. (c) and (d) The patterns (50 μm arrows) can also be formed directly on chitin sheets, leading to flexible micropatterned sheets as seen in (e) with 100 μm letters spelling out the word “Resolution”.
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features are formed. Owing to the chemical crosslinking between the patterns and the underlying film, these features do not delaminate on mechanical flexure, which is not possible with pure chitin or with micromolding. As above, virtually any kinds of microscale patterns can be formed by simply changing the photomasks. Further examples of the mechanically robust films and patterning are presented in the ESI† (Fig. S5–S7). By casting the PC solution into a plug followed by photopolymerization, we show the formation of a 3D hydrogels. Using cryofracturing followed by SEM imaging, the interior of the chitin plug is observed to be porous (Fig. 4b). By analyzing several images, the plugs are observed to be microporous with an average pore diameter \( \sim 1 \mu m \). An additional image of the porous surface is shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†). This UV-crosslinkable hydrogel is similar to earlier reports of chitin-based hydrogels.39,40 Thus, this photochitin biomaterial can be fashioned into a variety of structures – as micropatterns on rigid substrates, as flexible, micropatterned chitin films, or even as 3D structures, and can be envisioned for various applications including as tissue scaffolds and for wound healing.

3.4 Cytotoxicity testing and cell guidance

The ability to provide suitable surfaces that can support cells to carry out necessary functions such as adhesion, proliferation and differentiation is of great significance in the field of tissue engineering, wound healing, regenerative medicine and cell-based sensing. Bio derived materials are ideal for the realization of such surfaces due to their biocompatible and biodegradable properties. In order to verify that these substrates could be used for tissue engineering applications, films of photochitin were studied for their possible cytotoxicity as well as their suitability for cell culture. Here, we use the terms film and scaffolds interchangeably since these scaffolds are unsupported (free-standing), thin films (patterned or plain) of chitin. Initially, the fibroblast seeding efficiency was assessed using NIH 3T3 fibroblasts seeded onto scaffolds for 48 h. Patterned scaffolds represent PC films with a gradient pattern (25 \( \mu m \) lines)
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**Fig. 4** SEM images of (a) 2D gradient architecture used for cell guidance (scale bar = 50 \( \mu m \)) and (b) the photochitin can be photocrosslinked into a porous 3D hydrogel (scale bar = 5 \( \mu m \)).
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**Fig. 5** (a) Fibroblast seeding efficiency. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts seeded onto scaffolds for 48 h. MTT viability assay run on scaffolds and compared to 3T3 cell standard curve to determine cell number. Patterned scaffolds represent PC films with a gradient pattern as seen in (e) and Fig. 3c. Plain scaffolds have no patterns. Seeding efficiency was determined by normalizing cell number on scaffolds to 10,000 cells seeded. (b) Scaffold cytotoxicity. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts co-cultured with scaffolds with the highest seeding efficiency: patterned PC scaffolds (with 25 \( \mu m \) gradient lines) and plain PC films 24 h. LDH assay was performed to determine cytotoxicity, where % cytotoxicity was determined by normalizing scaffolds values to a no scaffold control incubated with lysis buffer. Scaffolds are not cytotoxic to fibroblasts. Data represented as mean \( \pm \) standard deviation. (c) Cell guidance on scaffolds. Fluorescence (c and d) and bright field (e and f) images of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts seeded onto PC + PEG + DA patterned scaffolds (c and e) and plain PC + PEG + DA films (d and f) for 72 h and stained with cell tracker dye. Fibroblasts appear to grow preferentially along the PC + PEG + DA patterns compared to the plain film surface (d and f). Scale bar is 500 \( \mu m \) on all panels. Panels d and f are shown enlarged since the unpatterned films are essentially featureless.
as seen in Fig. 4a, whereas plain scaffolds have no patterns. Both scaffolds were fabricated using the same starting material composition. An MTT viability assay was run on the scaffolds and compared to 3T3 cell standard curve to determine cell number. The seeding efficiency was determined by normalizing cell number on scaffolds to 10000 cells seeded (Fig. 5a) (results for 2500 and 5000 cells are shown in the ESI† Fig. S9). Cytotoxicity was assessed by co-culturing NIH 3T3 fibroblasts with scaffolds with the highest seeding efficiency over 24 h. An LDH assay was performed to determine cytotoxicity, where % cytotoxicity was determined by normalizing scaffolds values to a no scaffold control incubated with lysis buffer. No apparent cytotoxicity was seen for chitin films co-cultured with NIH 3T3 fibroblasts with standard tissue culture treated polystyrene used as the control.

Fibroblasts were able to adhere to and grow on both patterned and plain films, but there appears to be a slight increase in seeding efficiency on patterned films (Fig. 5b). Lastly, the chitin films provide contact guidance for the fibroblasts as seen by the arrangement of cells along the patterned lines using fluorescent microscopy (Fig. 5c–f). Fluorescence and bright field images of the fibroblasts seeded on patterned and plain films for 72 h and stained with cell tracker dye, show that the fibroblasts appear to grow preferentially along the patterns in comparison to the plain film surfaces which show cells spreading randomly. Given seeding efficiency on patterned films (Fig. 5b). Lastly, the chitin and plain films, but there appears to be a slight increase in culture treated polystyrene used as the control.
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4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the synthesis and application of a novel photocrosslinkable derivative of chitin which can be photo-patterned into 2D and 3D structures. The photochitin can form optically transparent, mechanically robust films and 3D plugs that are easily formed using a benign solvent. High-resolution microstructures can be patterned on rigid substrates such as glass or silicon, as well as form flexible micropatterned sheets. These micropatterned sheets are non-cytotoxic, and can function as substrates for the controlled guidance of cells. Chitin is biodegradable owing to the action of chitinase enzymes that are widely found in nature. Thus, this biomaterial can form functional components of tissue scaffolds or bioelectronics that can be fully degraded. As an abundantly available renewable resource and byproduct of the food-processing industry, large quantities of this chitin are produced annually. Providing new avenues for its use in biomedical applications and bioelectronics can be envisioned from this material.